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Judith Billings said on her quotation that children are the priority, change is the reality and collaboration is the strategy, this prompts us to realize that children are the center of learning in this reality of new normal.

As the Department of Education (DepEd) published the information regarding the school year 2020-2021 about blended learning, some of the communities don’t like the idea of being taught online, as well as the families who can’t afford to buy those gadgets for their children. But the good thing is that DepEd is enhancing a website such as DepEd Commons, LRMDS Portals and others that can be used by the students without spending much money that brings out financial problem. Thus, are also producing modular books, written by the teachers on its simplest form.

Online Learning is one of the safest ways to resume by means of having an internet connection or data. Students stay at home without any physical contact to their teachers, as well as their classmates. By that, the parents or guardian left at home assisting as learning facilitators.

In this case, they should be present in helping their kids, and extension of teacher-hand in the home, even making an amazing snack for them or cheering them will do. Those are some ways of supporting their kids.

Educators need our support since it will be a remarkable one, if all of us would help each other working collaboratively, doing the tasks responsively, we will help prepare the generation of the next leaders. Let us be reminded that us parents are faithful
partners of education. The DepEd community, as well as the teachers and other sectors wouldn’t make this possible without your help dear parents. Great role, great responsibility, great accountability!
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